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Why a Merger with ALPA is Best 
 

The One Minute Summary: 
• There are two ways to change the union that represents the pilots of AA: a card drive or 

a merger with another union.  

• A merger with ALPA would make it easier to provide for continuity of representation 

functions. With 15,000 pilots, AA pilots can negotiate the terms of entry into ALPA under 

favorable terms. 

• A card drive and a successful election would require the election of local representatives 

and the creation of an ALPA union structure at AA from scratch. APA assets and staff 

would be subject to disposition under the APA Constitution and Bylaws. AA pilots would 

join ALPA without the benefit of a negotiated process. 

• In past mergers (FEDEX and CAL, for example), most representatives and staff have 

remained in place through the transition to ALPA representation. 

Want to know more? More detail below! 
 

A merger promotes unity and results in maximum benefit 
We have established that the pilots of American Airlines deserve to belong to the world’s largest 

and most effective pilot union; joining ALPA would ensure the future of our pilots’ 

representation, give us a bigger voice in global industry issues, and provide our representatives 

and staff with the tools and guardrails they need to be successful. The goal is to join ALPA on 

terms agreed to by the pilots of American Airlines. 

Here is what a merger with ALPA would look like: 

• the APA BOD would have to approve negotiations with ALPA regarding a merger. A two-

thirds majority is required to begin discussions. Ratification of any agreement would 

come in the form of a majority BOD vote and then a membership vote for ratification. 

• APA’s BOD and its designees would negotiate the terms of an ALPA merger. 

• A negotiated merger would provide an orderly transition with minimal disruption to 

APA’s daily operations involving representation. Some examples of the benefits of an 

orderly merger include: 

➢ APA’s staff that possess the institutional memory valuable to our pilot group could 

have a place in an ALPA structure. 

➢ Our Negotiating Committee would continue to negotiate. Contract negotiations and 

merger activities would run parallel to one another. 

➢ APA’s daily representational functions would remain available to assist line pilots in 

need throughout the transition period. 

➢ APA’s benefit plans would remain in place through the negotiating process. It is 

important to note that ALPA also has a suite of benefit programs. Our union merger 

negotiating process would determine how the benefits are integrated. 

• A merger process can be facilitated through APA’s existing representation structure.  

 

Fast Facts 

 

 

• ALPA was founded in 

1931, represents 38 

American and Canadian 

airlines, and currently 

has about 62,000 

members. It is the largest 

pilot’s union in the world. 

 

 

• American Airlines 

wouldn’t be the first pilot 

group to change their 

representation to ALPA. 

Fedex and Continental 

Airlines pilots both have 

done in recent history. 

 

 

• ALPA’s motto is 

“Schedule with Safety.” 

ALPA has been 

instrumental in seeking 

one level of safety—

whether it be major 

airlines, regionals, or 

cargo carriers—across 

the US and Canada. 

 

 

• ALPA is actively 

engaged both in North 

America and around the 

world on the challenges 

facing our profession. 

Whether it be CASS, 5G, 

NEXTGEN airspace, or 

the specter of single-pilot 

ops, ALPA has an 

established seat at the 

table. 
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The other option: A card drive 
The pilots of American Airlines have the legal right to collectively decide the identity of any agent which bargains 

under their behalf. The program by which such an effort is carried out is spelled out in the Railway Labor Act (RLA) 

and is monitored by the National Mediation Board (NMB). The NMB is an independent federal agency that handles 

representation issues at companies that are covered by the RLA. 

Here is how a non-merger, pilot-led change in representation process would work: 

• At least 50% plus one of the pilots at American Airlines would sign and submit a physical “showing of 

interest” card to a group organizing such an effort (hence the colloquial name “Card Drive.”) The pilots 

eligible to vote include all non-management pilots including those on leaves of absence, probationary 

pilots, and furloughed pilots. 

• The cards must provide the choice to vote to keep their current bargaining agent, change their bargaining 

agent, or to elect for no union representation.  

• The card drive organizers submit all cards collected and a petition to the NMB. Cards remain valid for one 

year. The NMB investigates the petition and the cards, a process which can last months.  

• If the NMB finds that the organizers submitted enough cards, then the NMB will conduct a representative 

election. In this election, the AA pilots will be able to vote for the union of their choice. 

• The majority winner of the NMB election then becomes the pilot group’s bargaining agent. 

A successful card drive could have disruptive consequences 

• APA would be dissolved in accordance with its Constitution and Bylaws. AA pilots would enter ALPA as a 

newly organized group—basically we’d be starting from scratch. 

• Our day-to-day representational functions might be disrupted until ALPA puts a new structure in place. 

Domicile elections would need to be held before full functionality is restored. 

• It is possible that ALPA would look for APA’s current staff to continue or renew their employment, but the 

uncertainty of a card drive process would place great stress on our staff members.  

• ALPA would not have any right to anything that was APA’s. Under its Constitution and Bylaws, APA would 

need to dissolve and distribute its assets back to its members following a successful card drive. This would 

likely involve a lengthy and costly legal process.  

• The pilots of American Airlines would enter ALPA without the benefit of a negotiated agreement.  

The key takeaway 
A merger into ALPA ensures AA pilots enjoy continuity of representation, a say in how we join ALPA, and the 

preservation of APA assets that will help us and ALPA meet the challenges ahead. 

 


